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the ganda hendathi star had gone to congress president sonia gandhi's residence at 10 janpath to tell her about her experience in the movie, in which she alleged that the director had forced her to perform a vulgar scene. she said: "what i told sonia gandhi was that i felt humiliated because of the manner in which i had been brought in front of the camera and forced to dance. i also told her about the indecent angles to the shots." the actress's statement of october 18 was made for the first time in an

alleged conversation recorded by television channel kasturi with ganda hendathi director ravi shrivatsa and a few junior artists. of the two, the actor sanjjanaa has been the biggest beneficiary of the allegations, with her career getting a huge boost since her coming out with the video, showing her staring down the camera and apologising for her actions. "the fallout of this has been so big that i feel the issue has been covered from two different angles now," she said. the video of the conversation in which
she recanted is now being widely circulated on social media. shrivatsa, whose movies have been hailed as some of the best in kannada cinema, is now a political front-runner in karnataka for the 2019 assembly elections and has also been named among the top 10 most influential kannadigas. the legal problems for the ganda hendathi director and sanjjanaa also are not over. the producer of the movie recently directed actor shravanth to recant her comments and apologised to him for using the word

'rape' during a phone conversation. shravanth, however, had refused to recant.
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